
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 
HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – MARCH & APRIL 2018 
**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 
DURING MARCH & APRIL 2018 

 

1. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 25.03.18 at SC division, Light WAG-5/BL left MLY 

station at 09.30 hrs. The engine arrived and stopped at SC Home signal at 09.53 hrs 

which was in danger aspect. After waiting there for about 5 minutes, the light engine re 

started after the calling-on signal was taken off.  While proceeding further, the Light 

Engine did not stop at Up Routing (Home) signal which was in Danger aspect and 

continued up to 500 meters. Loco Co-ordinator in RRI cabin immediately went down and 

stopped the Light Engine at KM 194/4. After that, shunt signal was taken off for the 

Engine and it was admitted on Road.5 

 

Cause of the Accident:  passing Routing signal at Danger by the crew. 

Primary Responsibility:  

1. Sri.V.Ravi Kumar, LP/G/SNF 

2. Sri. Devu Sravan. ALP/SNF 

Blame worthy:  

1. Nominated CLI for not counselling the LP properly regarding calling on signals 

pertaining to Home/Routing. 

2. On Duty Dy.SS/RRI who admitted on Shunt signal instead of piloting it. 

 

Matters brought to Light:   

1. Dy.SS/Co-ordinator/RRI admitted the light engine by taking off shunt signal No. 57 

instead of pilot the train from where it was stopped by Loco co-ordinator in violation  

of Amendment Slip No.26 of G&SR. 

2. As per SOB 26/2017, LPs & ALPs should not distract their attention/concentration 

while approaching/passing signal by speaking on walkie-talkie. In this case they got 

distracted by hearing the conversations of SMs on walkie-talkie. 

3. The Light engine was detained at MLY for more than 4.30 hrs for path. Had the light 

engine brought to SC and stabled in a convenient line the over hours of crew might 

be reduced. 

Suggestions and Recommendations: in this case the LP was confused by presuming 

that the calling on signal of the home signal allowed him to draw up to the platform. 

Necessary instructions to all LP/ALPs may be issued in this regard 



2. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): At HPCL siding line/GNN of SC division on 

30.03.2018 at about 17:05 hours, while KI/N (BOBR) leaving from HPCL siding line, 

Wagon No. EC 721003-22368, 11th wagon from engine derailed. 

 

Cause of the Accident:  Due to uneven loading in the wagon and further due to improper 

maintenance of track by HPCL siding authorities. 

Primary Responsibility:  

1. Sri. K. Ramesh, on duty Goods supervisor, SPSG/SYI/KRA for not ensuring even 

distribution of load in wagon. 

2. HPCL siding authorities for improper maintenance of track. 

 

Matters brought to Light: & Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Loading was done by pay loaders with which even distribution of load in wagons 

can‟t be ensured. Hence chute mechanism can be employed for loading of wagons 

to ensure even distribution of loads in wagons. 

2. After weighment of wagons at in-motion weigh bridge/TNGM, excess load is being 

dumped at GNN HPCL siding for load adjustment due to which, all the track fittings 

are getting buried under coal, clinker etc. In the presence of foreign materials, track 

maintenance work is badly affected which in turn adversely affecting track 

parameters. In order to ensure for timely attention of track parameters as per 

schedule, all the foreign material dumped on track must be cleared immediately. 

 

3. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 03.04.2018, Dy.SS/RRI/SC instructed LP 

(shunter) of engine No.40381-WDP-4D/GY to move the engine from Platform No. 7A to 

Dak siding in SC yard of SC division. Shunt signal was taken off at 15.35 hours to south 

line. After entering South line, again shunt signal was taken off for onward movement to 

Dak siding from there. While the engine was negotiating/passing over Point No.114B the 

engine derailed by its leading portion at about 15.40 hrs. There were no casualty/injury to 

any person and no9 interruption to through running line. 

 

Cause of the accident: Tack geometry layout issue & along with defects in the track.. 

Primary Responsible: Track geometry layout issue. 

Secondary Responsible: Sri. Aga Ali Akbar, SSE/PW/SC 

Blame worthy: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Rectification may be planned for defective track geometry. 

2. Complete survey for such locations may be done immediately. 

 

4. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): At SC station of SC division on 06.04.2018 incoming 

Loco NO. 40362/WDP-4/KJM 17406 was nominated to work Train No. 17320. The loco 

was given movement from 8A to south line and after that from south line Dak siding. 



While moving from south line to Dak line, the loco derailed on Point No. 114B at 07.48 

hours. 

Cause of the Accident: Tack geometry issues of non-standard layout of Point No. 114 

B  along with slackness in maintaining the track at Point No. 114 

Responsibility:  

Primary: Track geometry layout issue. 

Secondary: Sri. Aga Ali Akbar, SSE/PW/SC 

Blameworthy: NIL 

Matters brought to Light: 

1. Planning for blocks at SC yard or other major yard should mainly rest with field 

operating supervisory staff and division control should have minimum interference in 

changing/modifying such block planning. 

2. During derailment at Point No. 114 B, it was observed that no admission was 

possible from Platform 1 to 10 from HSJ end and no dispatch from 1 to 5 toward HSJ 

end. This is because there is no isolation for this ladder points. S&T department 

should plan some isolation for such siding point as derailment on these type of point 

causing heavy repercussion on train operations on other lines.. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. In order to rectify the problem of non-standard layout/inadequate length problem, a 

detailed survey has to be done for change in alignment and shifting of points and 

crossings. This may involve dismantling and shifting of OHE * S&T installations, 

therefore survey has to be done jointly and accordingly based on feasibility an action 

plan to be drawn for complete attention. 

2. Apart from long term action plan for complete realignment of yard, a short term 

measure for all points and crossings having non standard length or sharp curve 

should be done by providing short check rails, replacement of switches, attention to 

loose /missing fittings and one round of packing. 

3. The deep screening of entire yard was done in the year 2000. It is recommended that 

one round of manual deep screening to be done for all these points and crossings of 

SC yard along with ballasting and packing for improving the condition of track in yard. 

4. Whenever a block is required by any department like Engg,. S&T and OHE, the 

concerned Officer / Supervisor has to clearly mention about the block  whether it‟s an 

emergency situation requiring immediate attention, then block should be given even 

at the cost of detaining trains. 

 

5. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 14.04.2018, in NED yard of NED division at 

20.06 hrs during the course of shunting, all wheels of Loco No.18886/KZJ and in rear 

loco No. 13443/KZJ on left side rear truck wheel no. 5 & 6 and on right side wheel no.6 

derailed at Point No. 33A by overshooting the shunt signal SH-15 at ON position towards 

PAU end. 

Cause of the Accident:  

a. Not followed cab changing procedure in the Loco no.18886/KZJ 

b. Not conducted the brake power test to ensure working of brakes. 



Responsibility:  

Primary: Sri Jamanilal Jatav. SHTR/NED 

Secondary: NIL 

Blameworthy: NIL 

Matters brought to Light: 

1. The programme of detaching of loco of 12706 empty rake on arrival on platform-1 is 

known to all the shunting staff. 

2. The pointsmen have secured the empty rake formation of 12716 Express on arrival 

at PF-1. 

3. The shunter has performed the shunting of locos of 12716 express empty rake from 

PF-1 to shunting neck towards MUE end. 

4. The shunter has failed to keep the MU2B knob in lead position during the course of 

cab changing from loco no.13443 to 18886 at shunting neck of MUE end. 

5. The shunter has failed to ensure the brake cylinder pressure in BC gauge of loco 

no.18886 after cab changing. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. All the shunters employed at various stations over NED division should be counselled 

about the cab changing procedures of different types of locos, including long 

hood/short hood shunting precautions. 

2. Loco remarks to be observed carefully, while taking over locos and inform to 

nominated and concerned LI and technical team for guidance. 

3. All the shunters in yard should have contact numbers of Loco mechanics/trouble 

shooting staff and nominated LI. 

4. Shunter should be controlled by local HQ LIs only irrespective of HQ of shunters. 

5. Shunting staff should depend on hand signals for performing shunting, instead of 

walkie talkie. 

6. Shunter should be acquaintance themselves with all running lines, stabling lines, loop 

line, non interlocked portions and special nature of signalling system of particular 

yard. 

7. Each division should have shunting simulator in major shunting yards. 

8. Video clipping all line, shunt signal of major yards to be given to shunters as part of 

SAKSHAM. 

9. Shunting staff should have separate communication frequency channel on walkie-

talkie. 

10. During the course of loco reversal activities, all concerned staff should invariably 

follow the JPO related to Loco reversal, issued by HQ  

11. All the Loco Pilots and shunters should be counselled to conduct “brake power test” 

duly ensuring the BC/BP pressure before opening the throttle as per G & SR. 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of DMM station of GTL division conducted on 

17/18.04.2018 the following irregularities are noticed. 

1. Station Working Rules: it is not updated as per the amendment (AS No.9 dated 17.07.11) 
issued on securing of vehicles. It is understood that no SWR in the division is updated as 



per this amendment. It is advised to amend all SWRs of the division as per the amendment 
issued on securing of vehicles.. 

2. Stable Load Register: There is no practice of making entry for ART and ARME in the 

Register. 
3. Running of goods train without Guard: It is observed that goods trains are being run 

without Guard daily during day time on a regular basis. As per S.R. 4.25.4 “Running trains 
without Guard should be avoided as far as possible. However, in exceptional circumstances, 
only goods trains may be run without Guard”. Running of goods train without Guard daily is 
against S.R.4.25.4. To avoid this, Guard position may be improved. 

4. PLCT WORKING: Inspite of Divisional reiterated instructions on PLCT working and recent 

counselling by TI, Station Masters are not following the provisions given in the BWMD- 8.5d, 
8.7b, 8.8c, 8.9b. 

5. Caution Order: 

i) Caution orders are being issued to all the trains up to Hindupur towards SBC except few 
trains (22692, 22133, 15023, 12650 and 19301) which don‟t have stop at Hindupur. For 
these trains Caution order is being issued beyond Hindupur by taking caution orders 
from Hindupur on telephone. In this system, while taking number of caution orders on 
phone, there is chance of clerical mistake which may leads to unsafe condition/ accident. 
It is suggested to co-ordinate with SBC division and get either scanned copy of signed 
caution order or soft copy of caution order or arrange caution order at Hindupur by 
stopping for one minute. 

ii) There is no procedure of taking acknowledgement from Guards of the through (train 
crew) trains. 

6. SWR assurance Register of CCI: AM slip no-1 is issued on 10.6.2015 regarding 

electrification, but acknowledgement is taken on 15.12.2015. CRS inspection is done on 
25.6.2015 and authorisation is given on 15.7.2015. First AC loco worked passenger train 
56503 run on 01.9.2015. It shows gross negligence in taking acknowledgement of RE and 
OHE charging. 

During the CSO inspection of PRLI station of SC division conducted on 29.03.2018 the 
following irregularities are noticed. 

1. S&T failure Register: On 03.02.18 Block instrument was failed between PRLI-WDN and 

PLCT was prepared. Subsequently ESM attended the failure and PLCT was cancelled, but 
there is no entry in the S&T failure Register. Similarly, at number of occasions where PLCT 
was prepared and cancelled, entries are not made in the S&T Failure Register. 

2. Stable Load Register: Stabling and securing of rakes are being done without Guard due to 

operational reasons. Signature of Guard is not obtained in the Stable Load Register. As per 
para 1.4 of SR 5.23 of G&SR “The hand brakes must be operated under the personal 
supervision of the Guard, and in the absence of Guard, by SM/ASM on duty”. So in the 
absence of Guard, SM/ASM shall ensure application of hand brakes and make entry in the 
Stable Load Register in the Guards signature column. 

3. Parlivaidynath-Ghatnandur section (S.R. 15.26.2.1) : No record is available with Station 

Master regarding issue of caution order to the Loco Pilots of the trains whenever SM 
receives Trolley / Lorry / Ladder trolley Notice. 

 

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of DMM station of GTL division conducted on 

17/18.04.2018 the following irregularities are noticed. 

1. ART/Engg: As per CTE/SC Lr.No.W/T-5/Genl/Accidents/Vol.IV dated 09.09.2005, 

item no.3(e) “A separate Break Down Gang may be formed with 10 Gangman, 1 

Blacksmith set and 1 Gas cutter/welder who will accompany the ART special”. And 

also item no.3 (f) “To supervise the work of Break Down Gang at Accident Spot, a 

JE/P.Way or at least a P.Way Supervisor (now this designations is merged in 

JE/P.Way) to be nominated to accompany the ART special”. 



Push Trolley from DMM-CCA stations 

2. Point No.126B, 1 in 12, FSL, Laid on 10/2013: 

a. Stock & tongue rails are welded towards lead portion and welds are protected by 

joggled fish plates with two far end bolts. It was not known whether these welds 

are tested by USFD or not?  

b. Exit sleeper no.4E is missing on main line. 

c. Sleeper numbers & standard spacing are painted/marked but not adjusted. 

d. LH tongue rail is worn out and RH stock rail is with burr. 

e. While testing of point without obstruction, it is giving trouble in reverse condition. 

3. Major Steel Girder Bridge No.111 (11x12.20m)/PAMERU at KM 181/6 (RAW) 

between DMM-CCA stations: 

a. Both approach, track needs packing on priority. 

b. SKV welds are not protected with joggled fish plates with two far end bolts upto 

100m distance on either side of the bridge (para 277(a)(7) of IRPWM). 

c. Two rail panels with 1.0m fishplate with six bolts on bridge proper are scattered 

by 6.0m. Fishplate joints should be in square (para 425 of IRPWM “Rails joints on 

curves normally be laid square. On the sharp curves less than 400m on BG the 

rail joints may be staggered, where elbows and kinks are likely to develop if rail 

joints are laid square”). 

4. SEJ No.3 (RT 6902)of LWR No.2: SEJ at Bridge No.111 approach is provided in 20 

curve which is not permitted. 

5. New Doubling work is in progress between DMM-CCA stations at KM 181/36-38. 

Cess is 1.15m lower than RL and vertical distance of drainage wall to rail level is 

1.55m and track centre to drainage wall is 6.80m. Cess needs to be made good. As 

drain wall is much lower than required formation level, it will get chocked in due 

course. Moreover, keeping in view the gradient and track centre, drain in between 

two tracks is not required. Saucer type drain shall be provided wherever required as 

it easy to maintain and clean. 

6. Curve No.5 at KM 182/5-183/0, SE = 140mm, Versine = 60mm between DMM-

CCA stations:  

a. Lateral & vertical wear of outer rail shall be measured regularly and a record be 

maintained. If the wear is high, outer/inner rails need to be interchanged. 

b. Gauge is varying from -2mm to +14mm and SE & Versines are within tolerances. 

MS liners of outer rail need to be adjusted/ re-fixed properly. 

7. Non Inter locked Engineering LC No.117 at KM 183/18-20 between DMM-CCA 

stations: 

a. Lifting barriers vertical clearance is 1.10m & 1.15m against 0.8 to 1.0m. 

Repainting is to be done on both sides and retro-reflective strips are to be 

provided. 

b. Road width is 4.50m and length of check rail is 8.50m. Road width should be 

maintained as per standards (length of check rail = road width + 2.0m). 

8. Rear Window Inspection from DMM-GTL section by train no.56503: 

a. At Sr.No.27 of T/409 issued at DMM, SR of 10KMPH at KM 442/7-9 in GTL yard 

Road 1 & 2 is mentioned due to “Point No.7A laid on Non standard curve in 

transition length”. The reason may be reviewed as it seems to be due to “Point 

No.7A laid on sharp curve”. 

b. Track surface is to be attended at bridge approach of Br.NO.25.. 



3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of DMM station of GTL division conducted on 

17/18.04.2018 the following irregularities are noticed. 

1. Joint Inspection of Points: In point no.103B, sleeper no.6 & 7 are replaced in 

switch portion and no disconnection taken for this work. Both the supervisors have 

also not signed on inside pages in prescribed columns. 

2. Schedule of Inspection by S&T staff: As per maintenance activity Register, it is 

observed that even though one pair of staff (ESM+helper) out of three pairs of staff is 

available in headquarter for an average of 28 days, maintenance schedule for drank 

handle and block instrument maintenance is not covered. 

During the Dy.CSO(S&T) inspection of GWM station of BZA division conducted on 

03.03.2018 the following irregularities are noticed. 

1. Schedule inspection for calling on signal, Crank handle-2 and Block instrument has 

not covered. 

2. Joint Inspection of Points & crossings for 4th quarter was done one 28.11.2017.The 

following deficiency was noticed –„G/J staggering required on 12 AT/15AT at Km 

GWM/1038‟ but not attended so far. 

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of DMM station of GTL division conducted on 

17/18.04.2018 the following irregularities are noticed. 

1. Inspection of crew lobby: 
It is observed that Periodical rest given to LP (Goods) as per CMS is only 2.12 for the 

month Feb‟18 & Mar‟18 as against 4 PRs of 30 hrs each in a month. 4 PRs should be 

given compulsorily to all LP/ALPs in a month. 

2. 9 hours implementation: In the month of Feb-18, Mar-18 percentage of working 11-
14 hrs is 7.5 and 10.3 respectively. This needs to be monitored as crew working 

excessive hours is not advisable. 
3. Footplate inspection of train no.56503 Ex: DMM-GTL on 18.4.2018: At KM 183/2, 

OHE ladder trolley is kept left side of the track. It should be placed at nearest station / 
gate lodge and secured with chain/pad lock. 

5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 
C&W DEPOT/PAU 

1. DMM PF C&W ROOM AND ACTIVITIES: Bolster spring changing gadget/Jack is not 

available in C&W room at PF. In case of need, it has to be brought from ART, which 
is time consuming process and train may be delayed in case of Bolster spring broken 
situation. It is advised to keep the Jack etc at PF itself instead of keeping them in 
ART so that failure of spring can be attended at a faster rate. Jack can be taken to 
ART from PF whenever it was required there. 

2. In this train (BRN rake on Road No.4), Loading of H.R/C.R Coils on BRN 22.9 
Wagons was not as per the drawing given by RDSO i.e. Drg no.WD-15060-S-02. 
These coils are to be loaded (Coil Axis Vertical) instead loading was done in wrong 
pattern which is against the safety. Loading pattern was as given below which is 
wrong: 

3. On Road No.5, there was train No. ICDW with Load 42+1. BPC No.010000025277 
was issued at TKD on 9/4/2018. Premium rake with % Brake power 98% and BPC 
valid for 12+3 days but on Examination the number of short falls are noticed. 
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ATTENTION …….. 
LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS 

When a train starts after stopping at a station, in case of longer loads where the 
Guard„s hand signals cannot be seen for some reason or other, the Loco Pilot 
must exercise utmost vigilance and be guided by the signals exhibited by the 
Station Master and the Cabin staff and thereby satisfy himself that it is safe to 

proceed. (S.R.4.42.2.7) 

ATTENTION ……..GUARD OF THE TRAIN 
Guards of trains provided with ―Air conditioned‖ SLR/LR shall show the ‗all-right„ 
signal to station staff by switching on the flickering tail light and to the Loco Pilot 
by speaking on telephone(S.R.4.42.9) 

 

ATTENTION …….. S&T Officials 
Give disconnection notice before interfering with points, signals 

track circuit etc., or for taking out crank handle..(No.1 of Dos‟ for 

S&T staff of Appendix XI-Interlocking) 
 
 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering Officials 
Each Inspector of Way or Works shall see to the security of all rails, chairs, 
sleepers, and other material in his charge, and ensure that such of the said 
articles as are not actually in use are properly stacked clear of the line so as 

not to interfere with the safe running of trains. (G.R.15.03 ) 

 


